
Granit
START Highbay revamped 



Granit, the new Sylvania LED Highbay range, 
was designed to help achieve greater 
productivity and energy savings in industrial 
applications, together with peace 
of mind thanks to strong reliability. 

Visual comfort for increased productivity

Granit is a high-efficiency, compact, circular luminaire 
that provides a clear, bright light quality. The range 
has two photometrical distributions and various lumen 
outputs delivering UGR and uniformity requirements in 
line with EN 12464. As a result, a Granit Highbay provides 
light where it is needed, creating a productive working 
environment with high visual comfort. The range now 
includes 4000K versions with SDCM3 as standard.

Excellent lumen maintenance 
for peace of mind

Luminaires in logistics warehouses with high ceilings 
are often very hard to reach, which is why replacing 
defective luminaires is time consuming and expensive. 
Granit features superb lifespan of 90,000hrs L80850, 
which reduces maintenance requirements to an 
absolute minimum.

Smart and cost-effective

Granit range offers microwave and SylSmart Standalone 
enabled options for significant energy saving. Due to 
the wireless, plug and play, smart lighting controls 
the highbays are ideal for any applications where easy 
installation, low upfront cost and low maintenance are all 
essential. Now with the newly introduced centre module, 
microwave occupancy sensing and SylSmart enablement 
are just a twist away.

Variety of choice

The range is perfect for replacing HID 250-400W 
industrial fixtures and for any new industrial 
installations. Granit is now furnished with an even 
wider range of lumen options than its predecessor, 
START Highbay. Customers can choose from 4 different 
lumen packages and 2 different beam angles. 
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Shades

Aluminium ShadePC Lampshade Transparent Aluminium Shade Black

Dimensions (mm)

13,000lm 19,000lm 26,000lm

Photometric data Modules

Granit medium Granit wide SSC Module

MW module
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GREAT DESIGN
Stylish black body, compact, circular 
shape 

ROBUST
Aluminium housing and lens made 
from robust plastic

ATTRACTIVE
Versatile mounting options and accessories

NOTABLE
Significantly reduced operational costs 
and less maintenance downtime

INTELLIGENT & INNOVATIVE
Microwave and SylSmart enablement 
by a twistable centre module

TOUGH
IP65/IK08 – A strong luminaire built 
for tough environmental conditions

Ease of installation with versatile mounting 
options & accessories

Granit combines maximum output with easy handling. 
The low weight Highbay is supplied with a 1m chain and 
a 1.5m flying lead as standard, for ease of installation. 

The versatile mounting options and accessories make 
Granit an ideal solution for a wide range of applications. 
In addition to the standard suspension chain version,
adjustable ceiling bracket fixing offers added flexibility.
Various lampshades add to Granit’s aesthetics and offer 
an additional lower glare-level of light. 

Safety guaranteed

Granit is certified for use in industrial applications
that are prone to dust accumulation. The “D-mark” 
symbol confirms that the outer surfaces of the luminaire, 
on which potentially flammable particulates such as dust 
or fibres may gather, do not exceed the temperature 
limits of 90°C.

Our new Sylvania Granit Highbay range meets the 
IFS requirements by offering an impact resistant 
cover according to EN 60598-1 section 4.13 and good 
cleanability. When correct installation and appropriate 
handling is ensured in line with IFS requirements, there is 
no risk of luminaire breakage and contamination of food 
caused by parts of fixed lighting equipment.

 Why do we call it Granit?
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